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that the Russian banks should take a greater interest in
the Slavic countries, and that it would be a good thing if
Hribar should succeed with his mission.
I then told the Tsar how great a change in sentiment
had taken place among the Slavs of Austria-Hungary—how
many Starcevitch followers there were who formerly ex-
pected salvation from Austria, but now comprehended that
this salvation could come to them only from Russia or
Serbia, and that they could scarcely await the opportunity
to see their desires fulfilled. Then I told him that for
every rifle we received, we would have a soldier from these
countries to carry it. * . . He asked how many soldiers
Serbia could put into the field. Serbia, said the Tsar, had
astonished the world when she marched out 400,000 men.
I replied: We believe that we can put half a million well
clothed and armed soldiers into the field. "That is enough;
that is no trifle; one can go a great way with that" [said
the Tsar].
Thereupon we discussed the need of fostering the al-
liance with Greece, for, aside from other considerations, we
shall thus safeguard our incoming and outgoing commerce.
Furthermore, we must labor to bring about an alliance
upon a broader basis with Rumania, and not alone upon
the basis of safeguarding the Treaty of Bucharest. . . .
[Pashitch then begged the Tsar to permit a marriage
between the Serbian Crown Prince and a Russian Grand
Duchess. The Tsar replied smilingly that he had no objec-
tions, but followed the principle of allowing his children to
choose for themselves.]
Upon my taking leave, the Tsar accompanied me to the
door and asked me especially and repeatedly to present
greetings to the King, not only from himself, but also from
the Tsarina and his family, and wished him good health:
"For Serbia we shall do everything; greet the King for me
and tell him [in Russian]: For Serbia we shall do every-
thing."225
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